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40 THINGS YOU CAN DO When You Turn 40 is a collection of essays that speaks to the reader
who has or will soon turn 40. Forty essayists from all walks of existence have written about
turning 40; All royalties will end up being donated to cancer tumor research. covering conditions
that are useful, on subjects like healthcare, fitness, finance, and business, and essays which are
reflective, whimsical, or reassuring or simply plain laugh-out-loud funny.
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Great book with some fun ideas I bought this book for a friend who was simply celebrating her
40th birthday. Pleasure employing. It's a series of essays by several people on basically how
exactly to celebrate life. Occasionally we get too caught up in the everyday activities of existence
and we ignore how good it feels to "stretch" by considering another perspective and trying
something new or different. While I didn't browse the entire book, just glancing at the desk of
contents there have been a few ideas worth pursuing. The 2009 2009 editions usually do not
come with Primary. I'd recommend it for anyone looking to transformation up their globe a bit,
even if it's not period for a milestone birthday. Yes Very good and funny book Perfect The best
gift Five Stars Great gift! I think they should let you know that generally there is a newer edition.
Meh Much less humorous, enlightened or creative as I'd hoped. Simply kinda ok. A decent addon gift for somebody turning 40, but that's about any of it.. Lol Item as expected. Bought this for
a friend who says it’s a great read! Mmmmhmmm Idk some of the essays are great but short as
well as perhaps u should and return it. Fun Fun read!. I simply noticed there is a more recent
edition published in '09 2009. This edition was published in 2007. But I currently placed my
purchase and I need it in 2 times (Prime). I am actually ordering another copy just for me - I
believed it was that good. The individual I delivered it to is very happy! I simply noticed there
exists a newer edition published in . Five Stars perfect party gift Four Stars Good read with good
takeaways Great birthday present! Pleasure employing. Item as expected. I browsed the reserve
and was pleasantly surprised at the content.
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